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Hummer H3

ARB Deluxe Combination Winch Bumper
Seattle, May 28/ ARB 4x4 Accessories/ Due to the ever growing popularity and recent release in Australia,
ARB 4x4 Accessories is proud to announce the release of the newest accessory in the Hummer H3 ARB
product line up, the ARB Deluxe Winch Bumper.
Considering ARB’s twenty-year history manufacturing both original and after market accessories for
vehicles around the world, you can be sure to expect a customized mounting system and sleek yet,
functional winch compatible bumper system specifically engineered to enhance the look and operation of
your H3.
Constructed from premium sheet steel with a tapered wing design, this bumper has been crafted for
optimum strength and improved approach angles. ARB’s unique airbag compatible mounting system
ensures both occupant and vehicle safety. A hard wearing powder coat finish completes the look of this
stylish new bumper.
As with all ARB Bull Bar Bumpers, the utmost attention to detail has resulted in a variety of built-in features
including recessed indicators, optional recessed fog lamps, Warn Winch compatibility, Hi-Lift jacking
points, driving light provisions, twin CB antenna mounting positions and the option to reuse the factory tow
shackle recovery points.
ARB will release two bumpers, one to suit models with factory installed flares, and one that will
accommodate models without the factory installed flares. With an estimated arrival date of late June for the
first batch of bumpers to fit models with flares, ARB has opened the doors for pre orders. The current ETA
for the bumper to fit models without flares is Summer 2008.
In addition to the Winch Bumpers, a rear bumper, roof rack, snorkel and Old Man Emu suspension system
are currently being developed.
-continued on next page-
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ARB Hummer H3 Deluxe Bumper Features
- Mounts reinforce and strengthen chassis
- Suits IPF 800 and 900 Series driving lights
- Combination turn signals/running lights in wings
- Five fold upswept and tapered wings
- Large diameter 60mm tube complements the vehicle and offers maximum strength
- Durable black powder coat finish
- Cover panel for non winch applications
- Compact front overhang for excellent front approach angles

Part Number
3468010
3468020
6821201
RD84
TBD

Description
Hummer H3 Deluxe Winch Bumper W/Factory Flares
Hummer H3 Deluxe Winch Bumper W/O Factory Flares
Optional Fog Lamp Kit to Suit Both H3 Winch Bumpers
Rear Hummer H3 8.5” Ring Gear 10 Bolt Air Locking Differential
Front Hummer H3 Air Locking Differential

Retail
$1,116.85
TBD
$84.84
$984.94
TBD

About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide. The
company manufactures and stocks the world’s most respected and sought after brands including ARB Air
Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF high
performance lightning, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
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